AN ANTIDOTE TO THE ‘NO VACATION NATION’

When it comes to vacationing, Americans have commitment issues. On average, workers leave nearly a week’s worth of vacation days on the table every year. There are lots of reasons, including tight budgets, work responsibilities and school schedules, but planning ahead and committing to taking time off can be done. One great way to commit to travel is to purchase a timeshare. Becoming a vacation owner is a way to commit to years of vacationing with your family and friends. It seems to work. Some forty-two percent of vacation owners take an annual family trip, compared to only a little more than thirty percent of nonowners. More good news: Having a timeshare doesn’t mean you have to go to the same place every year. Most properties have a vacation exchange program, such as R-C-I, that lets you trade your time for resort stays in locations all over the world. Finally, if you still fear commitment, you can try out timeshare accommodations by renting them for one-off vacations through sites such as Endless-Vacation-Rentals--dot--com.